Abstract. In this paper, a mortar element method is presented for coupling natural boundary element method and finite element method for the Dirichlet exterior problem. Optimal error estimate is obtained and some numerical results are reported.
Introduction
In many fields of scientific and engineering computing, it is necessary to solve boundary values problems of partial differential equations over unbounded domains. For this kind of problems, the standard techniques such as the finite element method, which is effective for most problems over bounded domain, will meet some difficulties and the corresponding computing cost will be very high. As a alternative, boundary element method is considered and developed for this kind of problems and great progress has been made in this field. Also, boundary element method has its own weakness (for example, we will meet some difficulties when treating complicated bound domain problems and so on). So, it seems that the coupling method of boundary element method and finite element method which combines the advantages of boundary element method with those of finite element method may be more attractive for this kind of problems. Many authors have made contributions to the coupling method of this kind (refer to [11, 12, 15, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [23] [24] [25] [26] 28, 29, 32, 35, 36, 39, 40] and references therein) and research in this direction is of great importance both in theory and practical computation.
Generally, the coupling method of this kind can be described as follows. First, a artificial boundary is introduced which divide the unbounded domain into two subdomains -a bounded inner one and an unbounded outer one. Then we couple the finite element method which is used for the bounded inner one and boundary element method which is used for the unbounded outer one together.
There are many kinds of methods to archive this kind of coupling and mortar element method is one of them. Compared with other coupling method, the mortar element method appears to be attractive because meshes on different subdomains need not align across subdomain interface in this method which provide us a lot of flexibility to triangulation subdomains independently of each other and the matching of discretizations on subdomains is only enforced weakly. We refer to [5] [6] [7] [8] 16, 27, 30, 31, 33] and references therein for mortar element method and some applications for detail. The purpose of this paper is to investigate a mortar element method for this kind of coupling and to obtain the corresponding error estimate.
Another feature of this paper we want to mention is that natural boundary reduction method is used. Natural boundary reduction method, which is also known as the exact artificial boundary condition method, is suggested and developed first by K. Feng, H. Han and D. Yu in the early eighties of twenty century (refer to [17-19, 24, 25, 35] ). And a very similar method, the so-called DtN method, has also been devised by J. B. Keller and D. Givoli in the late eighties of twenty century (refer to [21, 29] ). Compared with many other approaches of reduction, natural boundary reduction method has its own advantages(refer to [19, 36, 39] for detail).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we describe our model problem and introduce natural boundary reduction method and mortar element method. The corresponding error estimate is presented in section 3. In section 4, some numerical results are shown.
Model problem and discretization
We adopt the notations for Sobolev space, their norms and semi-norms as presented in [10, 14] . Let Ω be a Lipschitz bounded domain in
(Ω c ) be a given compactly supported function. We consider the following model problem
subject to the asymptotic conditions
as r = x 2 + y 2 → ∞ where α is a constant. Define
Then the corresponding variational form of (2.1) can be written as:
Due to the hypothesis on f , we can choose a circle disc Ω 0 containingΩ and
and Γ = ∂Ω 0 (see Figure 1 ). Then we have 
Let G(z, z ) be the Green's function for the Laplace operator on the domain Ω 2 , which satisfies
subject to the same asymptotic conditions as u. By taking w = G(z, z ), v = u in Green's second formula
we obtain (see, [36, 39] )
Thus we obtain
where n and n denote the exterior normal vectors on Γ (viewed as the boundary of Ω 2 ) at the respective points z and z . Let
Then, it follows from (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and the fact that supp f ⊂ Ω 0 that
where < ·, · > Γ denotes the L 2 inner product on Γ. With (2.3) and (2.7), we can rewrite the variational form (2.2) as:
is just the DirichletNeumann operator (Steklov-Poincaré operator) for Ω 2 (refer to [37] ). So, it is symmetric and semi-positive definite with respect to the inner product < ·, · > Γ (refer to [36, 39] ), which indicates that b(·, ·) is symmetric, bounded and coercive in H 1 * (Ω 1 ). Thus, it follows from the well known Lax-Milgram Theorem that the variational problem (2.9) has unique solution u ∈ H 1 * (Ω 1 ). Remark 2.2. As Γ is a circle, the Green's function G(z, z ) can be expressed explicitly. For example, in the case that the center of the circle Γ is the origin and its radius is R,
Moreover, we have (refer to [36, 39])
It is obvious that these explicit expressions ensure the practical use of the natural boundary reduction method. And these expressions also imply an important advantage of the natural boundary reduction method compared with many other approaches: we need not to solve any boundary integral equation associated with the unbounded subdomain and instead only calculation of certain singular integrations is needed.
Remark 2.3. To calculate the singular integrations involved, we divide the artificial boundary Γ into m circular arcs with the same length. Let {φ i } m i=1 be the set of the nodal basis functions on Γ. Then we can obtain (see, e.g., [36, 39])
From this expression, we can easily find that the stiffness matrix of K is symmetric and circulant, which also allows for more efficiency and implies only small memory storage for such stiffness matrix. Moreover, since the series converges quickly, suitable short finite sum can be used to simplify the calculation.
To derive the mortar element method, we first introduce two triangulations. For Ω 1 , we choose m 1 points on Γ:
Then Ω 1 is divided into some regular quasi-uniform triangles and curved triangles with diameter h 1 such that the nodes on Γ coincide with the m 1 points chosen (The usual technique of finite element method in treating curved boundary can be used for the inner boundary of Ω 1 , i.e. ∂Ω, in the case Ω has curved boundary. For example, we can use curved element or use some polygon approximating the curved boundary for simplicity and so on. With these techniques, the boundary condition on ∂Ω is ensured). This triangulation of Ω 1 is denoted as T 1 . Furthermore, we choose another set of points on Γ : t . For the convenience of presentation, we still need some notations.
Let
The transfer operator T :
And the
With these notations and operators, we can define the mortar element space as
We assume that h 2 ≥ h 1 and m 2 is an odd number. Then the mortar element method can be expressed as:
The mortar condition ST v 1 = Sv 2 can be described in an explicit form:
where M i is the midpoint of the curved segment e 2 i . Since v 2 is linear function on e 2 i , we have
As m 2 is an odd number, for any given v 1 ∈ W 1 , the mortar condition determines the nodal values {v 2 (t
uniquely. Also, the explicit form of the mortar condition makes the computation involved in the mortar element method easy to implement and ensures its practical use for practical computation.
For problem (2.10), we have the following result.
Lemma 2.1. The mortar element problem (2.10) is unisolvable.
Proof. Since m 2 is an odd number, we can easily find that the mortar space W is a nonempty subspace of the product space W 1 × U 2 . Therefore, the unisolvability of the mortar element problem (2.
Error estimate
In this section, we investigate the corresponding error estimate of the mortar element method. In order to do this, some more notations are needed. Define operator
For the operator Q 1 , we have the following result(refer to [27] ).
Lemma 3.1. The operator Q 1 satisfies the following inequality
Noting that m 2 is an odd number, we can easily find that the operator E is well defined. And by similar deduction for the explicit form of the mortar condition, we have
Moreover, the operator E has the following properties (refer to [27] ).
Lemma 3.2. The transfer operator E satisfies
With Lemma 3.2, it follows from the Sobolev interpolation theory that
After the above preparations, we can define operator Q :
Noting Sw 2 = SET Q 1 v = ST Q 1 v = ST w 1 , we find that the mortar condition is satisfied under this definition and Qv ∈ W . So, the operator Q is well defined.
For
. For the case of v ∈ H 1 (Ω 1 ), v b can be defined in the same way by taking v 1 = v and v 2 = v| Γ .
With these notations, we first present some property of the operator Q.
Theorem 3.1. For the operator Q, we have
Proof. From the definition of Q and · b , we have
where v 2 = v| Γ . And it follows from Lemma 3.1 that
. So, we only need to estimate the second term of the right side in (3.2).
Let I h2 v 2 be the continuous and piecewise linear interpolation function of v 2 associated with U 2 . Then we have
,Γ . Also, it follows from the fact T v is the continuous and piecewise linear interpolation function of v associated with U 1 that
. Noticing v 2 = v| Γ and EI h2 v 2 = I h2 v 2 , we obtain from (3.1), (3.4) and (3.5) that
On the other hand, the inverse inequality, Lemma 3.1, Sobolev interpolation theory and error estimates of the interpolation operator T (refer to [4, 10] ) imply that, for any ε ∈ (0, 
Also, from the trace inequality and Lemma 3.1, we have
. Thus, using (3.7) and (3.8) gives (3.9)
. With (3.2), (3.3), (3.6) and (3.9), we obtain the desired result. This completes the proof.
In order to obtain the corresponding error estimate, we first recall the second Strang Lemma (refer to [10, 14] ). Lemma 3.3. Let u be the solution of problem (2.1) and u h be the solution of problem (2.10), then
The first term in (3.10) is known as the approximation error and the second term is called the consistency error. So, the error estimate can be obtained if we give out estimates for these items.
With theorem 3.1, the estimate for approximation error can be obtained as follows.
. For the estimate of the consistency error, we note that Thus, by using the mortar condition, we get
Next, we estimate the above three items respectively. We begin by estimating the first term. Noting that v 1 | Ki ∈ P 1 (K i ) and T v 1 is the continuous and piecewise linear interpolation of v 1 on Γ, we have for any e Squaring both sides and summing over all curved elements K i yields (3.14)
So, it follows from (3.14) and trace inequality that
To estimate the second item II, we recall some property of operator S (refer to [34] ).
From Lemma 3.4 and the fact that
Next, we estimate the third item III.
and for s = 0, 1,
by the Sobolev interpolation theory. Moreover, using the fact
the Sobolev interpolation theory and (3.17) yield
With (3.18), (3.14), (3.19) , it follows from the inverse inequality and the trace inequality that
Thus, from Lemma 3.4 and (3.20), we have
Then, it follows from (3.12), (3.13), (3.15), (3.16) and (3.21) that
So, from Lemma 3.3, (3.11) and (3.22), we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let u be the solution of problem (2.1) and u h be the solution of problem (2.10), then the following error estimate holds 
Remark 3.1. Since Γ is a circle used as artificial boundary in Ω c , it is possible to have u| Γ ∈ H 2 (Γ) if u is smooth enough in Ω c . So, for sufficiently smooth u, the condition u| Γ ∈ H 2 (Γ) is not difficult to satisfy and Theorem 3.3 holds for all these cases.
Remark 3.2. An interesting application or byproduct of Theorem 3.3 is that this error estimate can be used to balance the mesh sizes of different sides so as to improve computational efficiency. As we can see, if h 1 and h 2 are chosen such that h 1 and h 3/2 2 are of the same order, then it will be more efficient than many other choice of meshes sizes of different sides to obtain the same accuracy. Consequently, many computational cost will be saved by this choice of mesh sizes. So, it is also very useful for practical computation.
Remark 3.3. In some cases, we may meet difficulties with concave angles in Ω 1 . Fortunately, many techniques and methods are developed for finite element method to handle this situation successfully (e.g., adaptive finite element method). On the other hand, this situation can also be treated by using boundary element method (see, e.g., [36, 39] ). So, with only slight modifications, the mortar element method presented here can also be used for this kind of problems.
Remark 3.4. For solving the discrete problem (2.10), similar D-N alternating method as that presented in [38, 39] associated with the coupling of natural boundary element method and finite element method by using matching triangulation on Γ can be constructed and used. And the convergence of this D-N alternating method can be obtained in a similar way. Also, many other techniques and preconditioners have been developed and constructed for solving the discrete problem of mortar element method in recent years (see, e.g., [1-3, 9, 13, 22] and references therein). These techniques and preconditioners can also provide many possible approaches for solving (2.10).
Remark 3.5. Although the mortar element method is developed for Poisson equation over unbounded domain in this paper, the same idea can also be used for more complex unbounded domain problems. Some further research and detailed analysis will be done in our future work. It is hoped that the research toward this direction will bring us much more interesting results.
Numerical results
In our numerical experiment, we consider the following model problem
where Ω is unit circle disc and α = 1,
We take Γ as a circle with radius 2. In the following tables, u and u h = (u h1 , u h2 ) stand for the exact solution of the model problem and the computational solution respectively. The number of segments Γ is divided on the mortar side and the nonmortar side are denoted as m 1 and m 2 . Notations h 1 and h 2 denote the corresponding mesh size of T 1 and T 2 . N is used to denote the number of unknowns. · E,Ω1 is a discrete norm equivalent to the norm · 1,Ω1 and · E,Γ is a discrete norm equivalent to the norm · 1 2 ,Γ . The i-th element of column "Rat1" stands Table 2 . Numerical experiments for the ratio of the i-th element and the (i-1)-th element of column " u − u h1 E,Ω1 " (For example, in Table 1 , the second element of column "Rat1" 0.5315 is the ratio of the second element of column " u − u h1 E,Ω1 " 2.9372e − 2 and the first element of column " u − u h1 E,Ω1 " 5.5259e − 2, i.e. 0.5315= 2.9372e-2/5.5259e-2). By the same manner, The i-th element of column "Rat2" stands for the ratio of the i-th element and the (i-1)-th element of column " u − u h2 E,Γ ". With the discrete norm · E,Ω1 and · E,Γ , we can define discrete norm · E for x h = (x h1 , x h2 ) ∈ W by
Obviously, this discrete norm is equivalent to the norm · b and x h E ≤ x h1 E,Ω1 + x h2 E,Γ .
Only for the convenience of illustration, we make some simple choice and do not use the more efficient choice of mesh sizes as mentioned in Remark 3.2. For practical computation, the more efficient choice of mesh sizes mentioned in Remark 3.2 is recommended. The numerical results are presented in Table 1, Table 2, Table  3 and Table 4 .
From all these tables, we can find that when the mesh sizes decrease to the half of the former case, the value of "Rat1" is also about 1 2 and the value of "Rat2" is 
